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EDITOR’s NOTE
Well those 6 weeks I last spoke about have come and gone and at tme of writing, winter is stiil in the air. Rain in
my area is non-existent I only received a few mud spalttered drops the weekend Loftus went under water for
the Argintina game and since then nada. I honestly thought that the officials wouId issue Snorkels and Fins at
half time. Our winter was long and in the mornings there is still a chill in the air. Hell, Cape Town winter is like
paradise compared to what I went through. Does anyone have a contact on the French Riviera where I could
possibly park off (for free) for a couple of months. Just asking.
Enough about my woes. Winter, for most, is now behind us, as is Montreal, The Commonwealth Games, The
World Junior Olympics and, and, and. I must mention how proud we are of all our South African Masters Swimmers who participated in
Montreal. Whether you came home with a gold and a world record, you at least participated with the best and did yourselves and us here
at home, proud and proud to know you all. Further on in the newsletter I am posting an album of memories for those who went and to let
everyone see what a blast attending World Masters can be. I even know some people who have their bags packed for Kazan 2015, already.
That’s prepping, no? All South African results are summarised brilliantly on the SAMS Website. Thanks must go to John Petersen.
The Winter Challenge is also behind us and again Masters Swimmers, you came out in supprt of your chosen charity. Congratulations to
everyone who participated. You have a set a benchmark for 2015, that we will all have to better. Thank you putting others first.
SA Short Course Championships are now upon us. Please check with your club and Region for dates and details. Good luck to all competing.
May you all post PB’s.
A HUGE SHOUT OUT TO TIM SHEAD FOR BEING INDUCTED INTO THE MASTERS SWIMMING HALL OF FAME.
Check out the summer edition for an update on our Tim. Congratulations. What an achievement.
Spring is now in full swing with Summer just around the corner. I am relieved. I hope that when you jump on the scale or look in the mirror,
you like what you see. All the best for the coming season and I can’t wait to catch up with you all in person.
Till next time keep smiling, keep laughing and MOST IMPORTANTLY keep on swimming.
Owen

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
“Spring was moving in the air above and in the earth below and around him, penetrating
even his dark and lowly little house with its spirit of divine discontent and longing.”
(Kenneth Grahame)

Dear Master Swimmer,
Welcome to this, the Spring 2014, edition of SAMS NEWS.
Now is the time to get moving and get yourself down to the pool.
Spring is here, summer is fast on its way and Champs are but a few months away!
Heartiest of congratulations to all those that participated at the Montreal Worlds! You have done us proud indeed. Our 30 swimmers that
participated collected in all some 23 medals (6 gold, 5 silver and 12 bronze). Well done especially to Sanderina Kruger and Sue Leuner, both
of whom collected medals in all 5 events that they swam in. Sanderina also broke 3 World Championship records.
I’m pleased to report that registrations are proceeding at a pace with wonderful support being received from all those involved in the process
and specifically the registration officers in the various SSA affiliates (i.e. the regional aquatic associations). Over 400 masters have been
registered thus far.
The Early Bird Draw was done at the Gauteng Short Course Gala.
The winner is: Gabriela Volkel, from Aqua Athletes Masters Club.
Well done Gabriela, your R400 will be sent to you from SAMS Committee
Do please remember that at the end of this month, SAMS’ fee for renewals (i.e. those registered last season and renewing their membership)
goes up by R100 to R140! Of course, the increase does not apply to new members.
Looking forward to seeing you all soon, fit and healthy in your costumes on the pool deck.
Best wishes,
Anton
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We Honour Sanderina Kruger
Our World Champion and Multiple World Record Holder

Sanderina Kruger is a world-class athlete, having bagged 7 medals at the recent World Masters Championships in Montreal.
She won the 50, 100 and 200 freestyle in the 65-69 year old age group, and came 3rd in the 50 and 100 backstroke. Although she didn’t manage to
better her existing world records in her freestyle races, she did break the championship record in the 200 freestyle, and was part of the Cape Town
Masters 200-240 mixed medley and mixed freestyle relays that came 2nd and 3rd respectively.
Despite many of us being in awe of her swimming year after year, not many people know much about the person behind the champion….
Sanderina started training at the age of 11, with the Australian coach Bob Campbell, in Pretoria. She represented Northern Transvaal at Senior
Nationals at age 13, and for the following 3 years (1963-1966). However, just as she was getting into her stride, a cardiologist recommended she
hang up her goggles, due to a heart murmur. In those days it was accepted that a female swimmer peaked at the age of 16, so since she was
essentially past her sell by date, Sanderina’s parents never investigated this further. (Karen Muir and Ann Fairlie broke world records before the
age of 14). She was also a member of the South African Junior Gymnastrada team that toured Vienna in 1965 and so gymnastic aspirations replaced
her swimming ones.
However once a chlorine addict, always a chlorine addict, and she returned to the pool in 1969 when she represented Pretoria University at the
Intervarsity Swimming Championships. Here she was awarded her South African University Colours.
Sanderina completed her BA Law and LLB degree and went on to lecture mercantile law at Unisa before following her husband to Heidelberg where
he worked as a doctor and they started their family. For the next 20 years Sanderina swopped swimming training hours for hours of changing
nappies and raising her 4 children, and only returned to the pool as a Master swimmer 20 years ago.
She’s been a busy lady in those 20 years and has accumulated a suitcase full of medals, and many other accolades, ranging from provincial, nationals
and world records, Vitrix Ludorum awards and SAMS colours.
Her 10 individual world records have come in the 50, 100 and 200 freestyle events, and she has been a solid member in a host of relay world records.
One wonders how such a decorated athlete can have time for anything else except training….well Sanderina enjoys gardening, flower arranging and
making her own clothes. She also has 4 grandchildren and has taken to being a granny like a duck to water.
I asked her what keeps her motivated to keep on swimming. After all, there really is very little left to achieve. Her reply was quite simple: the
endorphins, the friends, and the team spirit.
Nothing beats the way you feel after a hard session. Swimming breaks down barriers and one gets to meet and befriend people from all walks of
life, of all ages, and of all abilities. It keeps you humble, and makes one appreciate one’s good health and fitness. The interaction between swimmers
is amazing. They are the only people that truly understand the value of “half a second” and understand the pain experienced when your race strategy
and pace have not gone according to plan. Sanderina had the great pleasure of earning the “monkey” award from the CTM team for her
(championship world record) 200 freestyle in Montreal, when it was quite clear, that even a swimmer in Sanderina’s class doesn’t always swim the
race quite like was intended. This was, for her, her worst race ever, which was a far cry from her best race ever, the 200m freestyle in 2010 in
Gothenburg. (Where she did a 2.29 to break the WR)
Sanderina was going to call it quits after Montreal, but we are pleased to be hearing whispers of Kazan and Mexico coming from the mouth of our
champion… as if she thinks CTM would let a swimmer of her stature just swim quietly out into the night?
And where to from here? Her biggest goal is to swim a race with goggles. Who knows how fast she will be when she actually see the wall in a race.
So as long as the coaches don’t give her long, boring sets over 200metres, she promises to keep swimming, and we can look forward to another 20
years of watching this beautiful and elegant swimmer inspire us with her presence.
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OPEN WATER SWIMMING – Ann Gray. (Many thanks to BRITISH GAS SWIMFIT)
As mentioned in my last report here is a section on “Training for Open Water in the pool”, as this is
where most of us do our training.

TRAINING FOR OPEN WATER IN THE POOL
Open water swimming can be a bit of a shock to the system if you’re not fully ready. But luckily, there are plenty of
ways to prepare for open water in the comfort of your own pool.
IMPROVE YOUR STROKE TECHNIQUE
When swimming a long distance, it is vital to be comfortable with your stroke.
The majority of open water competitors will swim front crawl so start by making sure yours is in good shape.
A few tweaks to your front crawl technique could make huge differences to your stroke efficiency and save you valuable energy for that
final 200 metres!
Try incorporating some stroke work into your swimming sessions - get into the habit of counting the number of strokes it takes to complete
a length then aim to reduce your stroke count but maintain a similar speed.
It also helps to have a backup stroke to swim easy with if you need to recover.
GET USED TO THE DISTANCE
Open water swimming is no splash and dash. In fact, most mass participation events are at least 1km (that's the equivalent 40 lengths of a
25m pool or 50 lengths of a 20m pool).
 Before attempting your open water swim, you need to be confident you can complete the distance and although many lakes are no
deeper than chest height, it is useful to be able to swim the distance without putting your feet down.
The best way to prepare is to make sure you can comfortably swim FURTHER than your open water distance in the pool.
You don't need to swim 1km straight away - just gradually build up your distance as you feel more comfortable swimming non-stop for
longer periods.
PRACTICE OPEN WATER TECHNIQUES
So you're front crawl might be poetry in motion and you might have the endurance of the Duracell Bunny but you need to be prepared for a
few more surprises the open water will spring on you.
And luckily, you can prepare for most of these challenges in the comfort of your own pool.
TECHNIQUE: Sighting
You may not know it, but without the lane lines and ropes the chances are you wouldn't swim in a straight line in the pool. The bad
news is in the open water you won't be able to see the bottom of the lake and you will want to steer as far away from the banks as
possible.





All this means you need to look ahead of yourself during your swim to find a marker in the distance then keep looking up to make sure
you're heading towards it.



Looking up is a fairly simple thing to practice in the pool - try perfecting it so you don't disrupt your rhythm.



Practise swimming in a straight line by (while supervised and in a safe environment) closing your eyes while swimming and seeing
whether you naturally swerve off left or right (most people do). Try tweaking your stroke to straighten your natural line.

TECHNIQUE: Deep water starts
There is no wall to hold on to or kick off in open water so get used to starting from treading water.




You may need to tread water for a while before the start of an event so it's a good idea to practice being able to do this in the deep end
of your pool without using too much energy or raising your heart rate.

TECHNIQUE: Turning



Very few open water swims are completely straight line from start to finish - most will involve turning around a marker buoy, often four
or five times a race.



If you have space in the pool and a willing practice-mate (you could take it in turns?), swim up to and round your friend without
touching the walls or bottom of the pool.
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TECHNIQUE: Breathing both ways



Breathing on alternative sides is recommended for pool swimming anyway, but in open water events it may become a necessity.



If you're swimming side-by-side with another competitor, it's preferable to breathe away from them to prevent splashing or being
caught in the face by their arm.



Breathing both ways may not feel natural at first, but focus on your technique and it will become more comfortable.



Let your head and spine join the rotation of your shoulders, inhale sharply then turn your face smoothly back in time with your
shoulder rotation.

TECHNIQUE: Group swimming



Larger open water events can be somewhat chaotic with scores or even hundreds of people swimming in close proximity to each other.



Needless to say this will come as a bit of a shock the first time you swim in an open water event so you may want to try and stick to the
outside of the pack.



However, practising group swimming with four or five of your friends in one lane of the pool will certainly help you get used to the
feeling.
Read more at www.swimming.org/swimfit/preparing-in-the-pool

Sighting This is such an important aspect to get right for Open Water Swimming. Our thanks to Swim Smooth.


One key to great open water swimming is to practise your sighting skills in the pool so that come the race you are entirely
comfortable raising you head slightly to look forwards without excess effort or ruining the rhythm of your stroke. The easier and
more natural sighting feels the straighter you will end up swimming!



Quick tip: Don't try and sight forward and breathe at the same time – this will mean lifting your head too far above the surface
which will sink your legs. Instead, time your sighting to happen just before you're going to take a breath. Lift your eyes out of the
water by pressing down lightly on the water with your lead arm (in this example your right arm). Only lift up enough to get your
eyes just out of the water:





Your left arm will have now started recovering over the water, as it does so, turn your head to the right with your body to breathe.
As you do so, let your head drop down in the water to a normal breathing position. Using this method you will have minimum
disruption to your stroke rhythm.



Read more: http://www.swimsmooth.com/open-water-swimming.html#ixzz3Ak3dtMeE

PLEASE CHECK THE SAMS WEBSITE FOR ALL THE LATEST OPEN WATER DATES AND VENUES

Yours in Open Water.
Ann
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By Terry Downes

On Winning, Being the Best and Attitude
Winning

Attitude

Being the Best

Back in the day I used to take seriously the adage: Winning isn’t everything, it is the only thing!”
Nowadays I have moved on, I believe, to a higher level, a more effective attitude. The problem with making WINNING the goal, the all-important,
only objective, is that most people think it only happens at the very end of the event. In fact, for the spectators, the race has to end before there is a
winner. For the competitors, however, the race is not won in the first phase, nor is it won through the last-gasp effort. Winning comprises not only
the start, the finish and everything in between, it also incorporates all the preparation leading up to the event.
Previously I have suggested that there are three elements in swimming successfully; fitness, technique and attitude. There is much advice to be found
about the first two, but somehow the most important of the three, the fundamental component underlying the degree of success, attitude, is not
that widely addressed. Attitude is a concept very different from the other two. Fitness and technique can be advocated by telling people to do this
and try that. Because they are physical they are easier to measure, to feel, to experience. Attitude is mental, it cannot be measured, the feeling is not
always clear nor is it consistent and the experience, being the outcome of attitude, is never a direct consequence of a single thought or process.
It occurred to me that there are two types of winning, the external win and the internal win. The external win is the one for others, the record keepers,
spectators, media etc. The internal win is for yourself. Those who have experienced the former will testify that the pleasure is fleeting and empty
compared to the immense sense of self-satisfaction in achieving a goal for which you have worked long and hard. And here’s the thing: The internal
win has nothing to do with the position in the race. No matter whether you have come fourth or fifteenth, if you have just swum a personal best time,
or if you have just pipped a long-time rival, the feeling is incomparable. With this in mind that adage “Winning is not everything, it is the only thing”
may not be so wrong after all. Which brings me to being the best.
Masters swimmers all know that at some stage the time will come when, no matter the effort and preparation, speed reduces, and times go the other
way. The term PB therefore has a meaning that refers to an age group or perhaps even a season. For Masters being the best does not (should not?)
refer to being better than the others. After all, who are “the others”, members of your club, the region, the country, the world? No, being the best,
like winning, is more meaningful when it refers to yourself. Hence the term: Personal Best (PB). It means that you can always strive to be the best
that you can be. But even this has different meanings, depending on current and past circumstances. There are times when illness, accident, work,
children and a multitude of other things conspire to limit the time and effort you can put into swimming (or any other desirable activity) and the
result is that you will not perform at your best. There will be no PB. However, it is the attitude with which you participate that determines how you
feel about yourself. Being the best you can be under the circumstances still brings a great deal of pleasure and satisfaction. It still means that you
have tried hard. Of course, only you will really know how hard you have really tried and whether you could have, should have tried a little harder.
Only you can experience that internal understanding of winning and being the best.
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The Road to Jozi 2015
Dear Masters Swimmer
There is a full newsletter shortly on its way so this is just a snippet to keep you interested and up to date! There is a lot going on behind the
scenes in preparation for 2015 so here are some of the headlines:


We know many of you have security concerns with regard to Jozi, so, we have secured 950 completely safe, undercover, parking
bays right at the pool. Marked with arrow. For those of you that know the area this is the rugby parking that we have been
permitted to use. This means you can very safely park your car, walk a few meters and be very safely, quickly and easily at the
pool. We are also using a private security company to secure the entire area so you, your cars and your possessions will be
completely taken care of.



Then, to make the walk from the parkade to the pool a whole lot more interesting we have created an “Athletes Village”. This is
our secret weapon so more to be revealed on this one.



There have been questions with regard to the programme. This has been finalised and pending final SAMS approval later this
month will be released by the beginning of October. Suffice to say we are very excited about it!



There is a hotly contested competition running in Gauteng for the design of the kit. This will be sent out to clubs towards October
but we are trying something new for the orders. We are going to ask you to enter Nationals and order kit all at the same time at
the end of January so you will have plenty of time to decide about kit.



We are also very excited about our “Wellness Corner” that is quickly developing. As swimmers we are all keen to maintain our
health so this will be an interesting area for you to visit when you aren’t swimming. Again, more to be revealed on this one!

I trust that was enough to whet your appetite for Jozi 2015? The organising committee was very excited to see the outstanding performances
from SA swimmers in Montreal and are hoping you are all going to hold that form all the way to March. Remember if you have swimmers
based overseas please send through their contact details, we have an invitation for international clubs that we would like to get out there.
Please make sure you are on our Facebook page, we love the interaction we are getting there! The banter is fun to! If you would like to be
directly in touch please mail us on nationals2015@samastersswimming.com or drop us a line on the Facebook page.

Until next time, keep Swimming
2015 Organising Committee
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Regional and Club news
Tshwane

Rietvlei Game Reserve. We all got together once again, at Rietvlei Game Reserve, families and friends
for our Winter Bring and Braai in July. Enjoying the warm winter’s day was, Craig, Monica and son,
Denise and Tash Stanton.

World Champs in Montreal

Coelacanths had 4 members entering.
Marieke Bouwer, who had a great 400 IM.
Annemarie Dressler, brought back 5 top ten medals and 2 bronze medals. Annemarie also broke 3 SA Records.
Gary Albertyn brought back 6 top ten, 3 bronze medals and broke 6 SA Records.
Gary and Annemarie both qualify for SA Colours.

Well done all.
Unfortunately Selwyn Sundelewitz had to cancel his trip.

COELACANTH CHAMPIONS
Kim Foster broke the SA Record in her 100 and 50 Fly
Terry Downes broke the SA Record for the 100 back and the 1500 Free.
Gary and Megan Albertyn both broke SA Records for the 400 Free.
Loads of Tshwane Short Course Records were broken on the day.

GAUTENG SHORT COURSE CHAMPS

Fantastic swims guys!!
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Our Personality profile for the Spring Edition is
SABINE VERRYN

Sabine Verryn – age group 50-54
I grew up in Germany and started swimming at the age of 13 at a small town swimming club. We trained in a 25m pool and often had to
share a lane between 20-25 kids. I nevertheless had a great coach who also engaged us in other sports. I came to South Africa in 1981 and
represented TUKS at the aquatic intervarsity the same year. I then got side-tracked and played volleyball for TUKS and the then Northern
Transvaal for about 8 years. After that sport took a bit of a backseat, and I ‘tapered’ for 20 years. Three kids later I started swimming again
in 2000, the first gala being the world champs in Munich – which was quite scary after the long break.
Since 2000 I swam with sometimes less- and sometimes more intensity – completing my 11th nationals this year. For the past 5 years I have
intensified my training and being coached by professionals together with my friend and training partner Kim Foster. With that, although
getting older, I improved my times, and I don’t believe it is from the new swimsuit.
Having been diagnosed with breast cancer at the end of last year my biggest and most rewarding achievement was a 4 th place in the Dashfor Cash in the 50+ age group at the Bloemfontein Nationals with a PB. One of my claim-to-fames is to turn heads when I swim double-arm
backstroke!!! But I find it comfortable and it is “legal”!
I have a swimming family to some extent, with my sister Anja Ritter swimming in Germany, Patrick Verryn, who has swum several Robben
Island swims a now swims long distances in Australia and my daughter Sandra competing as a Masters Swimmer now as well. The only
exception is my husband, Steve, but I did convince him to swim our Greek Isles Swimtrek tour with me wearing the largest fins he could get.
My love for water has now also taken a new turn- downwards… diving into the deep blue waters becoming an additional hobby.
Tshwane Winter Challenge Swim:
A successful day was had by all on the 30th August, at Hillcrest Pool. Unfortunately we hit a cold spell but we were lucky, the sun was shining!
Hillcrest Pool’s heater was out of order and the temp of the water was a freezing 17 degrees. That did not stop our brave Coelacanth
swimmers from coming to support the charity. There were at least 6 who broke the ice and 5 new members joined up with the club. There
were great prizes for all who came and swam and also for those who had previously done their challenge at the VA in August. They came
along on the day, handed in their monies and forms, and collected a prize. With all those who did their Challenge and with the donations
received we managed to collect R4, 120.00 for Irene Homes. Amanda Alberts went around her office getting donations and arrived at the
pool with R1, 000.00. Amanda deservingly won the Cadac Braai!
Some of the new members that joined the club on the day. Benspies Raubenheimer who won the beautiful blanket that Liz made herself,
Ben Swart taking out a lucky no. from Liz and Piet Lategan relaxing in the sun. Adriaan Snyman also joined up! Welcome guys! Clever Derek
wore a wetsuit.
Hennie Theron and his daughter. Liz, Craig, Rita, Cheryl, Isabel and Ann.
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Gauteng
Phoenix News
Phoenix Masters is totally proud of Sue Leuner, Jane Hulley and Anne Jones in light of their achievements at Worlds in Montreal last month.
A special mention undoubtedly goes to Sue Leuner who not only swam and medalled in 5 events but also broke new South African records in
each of them. 1.50 Free Silver. 2.100 Free Gold. 3. 200 Free Bronze. 4. 400 Free Silver. 5. 800 Free Bronze.
Our philosophy at Phoenix is that we’re not just a swimming club, but a swimming family. And in pursuit of this philosophy we have established
a few targeted training groups throughout Gauteng. These are proving to be fabulous fun as well as enormously beneficial and motivational to
our members.
The camaraderie as we gear up for the Season is becoming increasingly infectious!
Besides having fun, Phoenix is striving for all round excellence in every arena, not the least of these being fitness. We are constantly driven to
building a Club that we can be proud of. Evidence of the success of our pursuits can be seen in the results of the recent short course champs
jointly hosted by Phoenix and Wahoo. At this event our members broke both Gauteng and SAMS Masters’ records.
Phoenix die-hards. Linda and Marissa.
The Roberts Sisters now. Still going strong and so proud of them.

We are delighted to be co-hosting the 2015 Masters Championships at Ellis Park next year and promise to give this prestigious event the
very best punch that we can pack!
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Wahoo News (We take our Purple seriously)
The winter FROSTBITE series of three galas was held between May and July this year. It is essentially a challenge between the northern clubs as to who can
get the most swimmers to brave swimming during winter. Not only did a high number of people participate from all clubs, but many set personal as well as
Gauteng or SAMS records. It was used by some to prepare for Montreal as well.
The trophy was retained by Wahoo – which we assume has something to do with the fact that the galas are held in our home pool!
The final scores after the 3 galas were as follows….
2741

Wahoo

1313

Phoenix

1300

Coelacanth

438

Players

328

Aqua Athlete

31

Mandeville Dolphins

Apart from this, we have been holding a couple of clinics in preparation for our journey to Nationals 2015 as well as Worlds in Russia.
Our members who attended Montreal came back with glowing reports of the event and of the city. Many personal bests were achieved and the bunch were
really excited about their trip all round.
We have also welcomed the newest Helps- Sheftz’s daughter into the world on 1 September. We are not sure, but rumour has it that they only have one
recipe - duplicate in looks but from hearsay quite different in personality!
And on a sadder note, we bid adieu to Andre Steynberg who is relocating to the USA later this year. All those wishing to attend a small farewell for him are
welcome to attend a sprint session run by him to be held in Wahoo pool on October 5th at 9am followed by coffee and cappuccinos at around 10. Just warn us
so we get the catering right please! Either tracy.helps@gmail.com orwahoo.president@global.co.za (Elaine).

We have also welcomed the newest Helps- Sheftz’s daughter into the world on 1 September. We are not sure, but rumour has it that they only have one
recipe - duplicate in looks but from hearsay quite different in personality!
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Our Personality profile for the Spring Edition is
Andre Steynberg

‘Profile of a Great Swimmer – Andre “The Legend” Steynberg
There are two ways that I could write this profile on Andre Steynberg: I could simply list his multitude of swimming and personal
accolades, which would certainly take pages, or I could try and describe the swimmer that we at Wahoo know and love. To list
his accolades does not seem to do him justice, suffice to say I have seldom seen him lose in the pool. He has won numerous
Dash for Cash races; he is a repeated Vitric Ludorum winner, he holds multiple GMS and SAMS records, he has won gold, silver
and bronze medals at a number of Masters World Champs and is an annual recipient of SAMS colours. We all know Andre as
the man to watch in the water and when he steps on deck there is always an air of anticipation. However, Andre is so much
more than his swimming ability. When I first arrived at Wahoo one of the long standing members pointed to Andre and said
“You are going to want to watch this”. Andre proceeded to smash a SAM’s record in one of the freestyle events. Again my new
friend turned to me and said: “Did you see his back practically stay dry he is so high out the water!”These are words that I have
now heard repeated 100 times over the years. Andre has simply become the stuff of legend. Every new member is encouraged
to watch him swim and is nearly always inspired by his dedication and shear ability. It is hugely amusing to watch a new 20
something year old masters swimmer line up against Andre, confident in his ability to beat the older swimmer, only to have his
ego smashed and his perception of Masters Swimmers radically altered for ever. Every swimmer that lines up against Andre
comes out of the event with a new respect for Masters Swimmers. Even former Olympians have been heard to say – “I can only
hope to be swimming like that in 20 years’ time”.
Andre started as a sprinter, rarely going over 100m freestyle or backstroke. But as the open water trend took hold Andre bravely
went where few sprinters have gone before – into the dam. And of course he excelled. Andre has now swum numerous open
water events and has more than once placed in the top ten at Midmar. He has also taken on the 6 hour endurance event, the
Versistyle Challenge and the Winter Fitness challenge with great enthusiasm. In fact Andre rarely, if ever, misses an event of
any kind. To watch him swim the 6 hour endurance is a treat. Most swimmers keep a few reserves in the tank for the last few
hours but Andre puts his body on the line for every 50m for 6 hours. His mental strength is daunting, his natural fitness
intimidating and his ability incredible.
On deck Andre is ever the gentleman. He has inspired more new swimmers than most and is always willing to share his
experience. He is humble to a fault, gracious in defeat and victory and a gentleman in every way. He is the first to arrive on deck
and the last to leave the after party. Andre, in every way, epitomises the true spirit of the Masters Swimmer.
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KZN MASTERS

SWIMMING FOR CHARITY

KZN WINTER CHALLENGE REPORT
On Sunday 24th August the Winter Challenge was held at Gordon Road
Girls School pool.
The weather was kind to us although there was still a “wintry nip” in the
air. This however did not spoil the atmosphere which was one of
excitement and fun. It was very encouraging to see so many masters’
swimmers, Glenwood Prep girls, as well as friends, families and nonmasters, coming along to swim, support and assist with lap counting.
Thank you to all of you who participated or assisted in any way. It was
great to see you all! Thank you also to all the swimmers who swam and
to those who brought extra “goodies” for the Wish List Boxes.

EAST COAST MASTERS

We had 17 teams swimming for an hour and the total distance swum was
76,825km some kilometres short of a Comrades Marathon, but a
wonderful effort!
Two teams were able to swim over 6km in the hour. David Letschert,
Robert Letschert, Clifford Lyne and Anton Maroun swam 6.2 km while
Trevor du Plessis, Stefan VD Westhuizen, Nicolas Forsythe and Michael
Km swam 6.1 km. Well done guys – a wonderful achievement!
The total amount of money raised from the swim was R3 280.00 which
will go towards purchasing environ friendly benches, which can be
moved around the school at our chosen charity Golden Hours School
whose teachers work so conscientiously with children with varying
disabilities.

HIGHWAY MASTERS

A big thank you to Ann Gray for bringing the basket of edible goodies for
us to raffle. The raffle brought in an amount of R647.00 and was won by
Jolene Joubert of Pietermaritzburg.

Congratulations Jolene!
We were thrilled to see some of the children arrive with their teacher
Gail to watch the final Session and have a swim. Rowan Hornby, the
principal was also there to receive the “Goody boxes”.
Gail had organised braai food for the children, which they all enjoyed!
Thank you for being with us.
Lastly, but by no means least, a big thank you to the KZN committee for
their time and effort they put in towards making this morning such a
success.

Well done! KZN Masters Swimming.
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HAPPY EXCITED CHILDREN FROM GOLDEN HOURS SCHOOL

MERLE ANGELOS’S INTERVIEW
WITH JIMMY HUGHES
FROM
EAST COASTMASTERS SWIMMING
CLUB

Our Personality profile for the
Spring Edition is
Jimmy Hughes
NAME: JIMMY HUGHES
Age: 70
Masters Age group: 70-74

What attracted you to Masters Swimming and how did you find out about us?
I and my wife Di went to a surf swim and Merle Angelos encouraged us to come to the next Masters gala
and we subsequently joined.
How long have you been swimming Masters, where are you based and what club do you swim for?
Since 2009. We are based in Durban and swim for East Coast
Where did you learn to swim, when did you start swimming galas, did you swim competitively in your
Youth for a club or competitively at school and what level did you reach in your youth?
I learnt to swim at pre-school and swam competitively at primary school and for the Boy Scouts on
the South Coast. I then swam competitively at High School. I managed to make the Natal schools swimming
team in my last two years at school. I have also been a keen surf swimmer in my youth and was a junior life
saver before going to boarding school. I drifted away from swimming competitively after leaving school. I
only started swimming again when joining Masters at age 66.
Were there any special moments or people that motivated you to swim then and what has motivated you
to continue swimming competitively now
The person who motivated me most in my school days was Mr Des DuCasse who was our swimming master
at Hilton College.
The motivation to continue swimming competitively is the great camaraderie and good sportsmanship I
experienced whilst training and at galas. I am also thankful that Di, who joined masters as a non-swimmer,
was encouraged to swim and is now as enthusiastic as I am.
Are you involved in other sporting activities now and what other sports did you participate in before
swimming masters?
I am not involved in any other sporting activities at present, but my family and I have spent most of my adult
life in recreational and competitive sailing, both in dinghies and in keel boats.
What are your favourite memories of any swimming you have been involved in?
I have many favourite memories, too many to single out, but especially I have enjoyed attending all the
Nationals and many of the local galas, including the surf swims. I also thoroughly enjoy the training sessions.
How many Nationals have you been to and which one stands out in your memory?
I have been to 5 Nationals, all of which have been well organised and were great fun, I think Tshwane
Nationals stand out most in my memory, as it was my first Nationals.
You have broken a number of KZN and SA records and won many medals at Nationals during your time as a
master swimmer.
Why do you think you have done so well?
I am blessed with good health and am fortunate enough to have had assistance and encouragement from
many of the Masters swimmers especially Les Hadenham. He encourages me and pushes me to attain higher
goals when we train together. I also remember that there are many much more talented swimmers in my
age group who for health or other personal reasons are no longer able to compete competitively.
What are your future plans in Masters swimming, have you set yourself any goals in the future?
God willing, I will continue to swim as best as I can, for as long as I can, but have no specific goals for the
future.
Have you attended a World master’s competition and if not would this be a future goal?
I have not attended a World Masters and at this stage don’t have any plans to swim in one. But who knows
what the future might bring!
Do you have any advice, encouragement or motivation for other masters out there who want to improve
their swimming ability or become members of a Masters Swimming Club?
I would encourage any potential swimmer, who may think they would enjoy competitive swimming, to join
a Masters swimming club.
In no time, they will be given encouragement, support and lots of unofficial friendly coaching.
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FREE STATE MASTERS

Our Personality profile for the Spring Edition is
Beth Lordan

I was born in Kroonstad on 23 July 1941. My parents moved up to the Rand whilst I was still a baby. I started school at the age of 6½ at
Arthur Matthews in Maraisburg. My parents moved back to Kroonstad in 1948 to assist my grandparents with their farming, where I then
attended English Primary School, Kroonstad till 1954 and matriculated at Kroonstad High School in 1959.
My love for swimming started in English Primary under the watchful eye of Mr Winter who taught me how to swim. Miss Eugenie Fraser
took over from him and coached me till end of 1954. I swam my first Inter High gala in Bloemfontein at the age of 8. The going was tough
as the youngest age group in those years was under 12, but I hung in there, enjoying every minute of swimming. After school I joined a
newly formed swimming club in Kroonstad, started by Werner and Harwood Relling. I represented OFS Schools from 1956 to 1959 and
represented OFS at Currie Cup (now known as Nationals), from 1958-1964 under coach Santa van Jaarsveld, who still swims for Cape Town
Masters. I regard Santa as not only the best coach I ever had but also one of the best coaches in South Africa. She coached many a swimmer
to Springbok colours, many of them still swimming masters today.
I was awarded OFS meritorious colours for swimming in 1961. The late Lettie Mundell was also instrumental in my swimming as far as style,
stroke, etc. was concerned. I stopped competitive swimming after my last Currie Cup (Nationals) in 1964 at the age of 23. In my years of
competitive swimming I held the Free State 800, 400, 200 and 100 freestyle, 100 fly and 4 x 100 IM records for 9 consecutive years.
Working as a pool superintendent from 1966 to 1995 FINA classified pool superintendent as professionals so I took to competitive lifesaving (which was not the case with FIS). I coached swimming and life-saving for 32 years and produced 3 Springbok life-savers, 1 Junior
Springbok, 3 President’s team lifesavers and 1 Springbok biathlete. In 1982 I was awarded the SA State Presidents Sports Merit Award for
coaching swimming and life-saving.
I have swum 16 consecutive Midmars. I also participated at the World Masters life-saving champs in 1998 (New Zealand), 2000 (Australia)
and 2002 (America) winning 15 gold medals, 5 silver and 1 bronze in total. I withdrew after losing a very dear friend and swimming partner
of 36 years, due to cancer.
In 2008 Free State Masters swimmer, Antoinette van Niekerk of Bloemfontein, encouraged me to join Free State Masters. I have never
regretted one moment nor looked back since joining. I have swum every Master’s Nationals since joining and have loved every minute of
the “fitness, fun and fellowship”. I really do not swim for the sake of medals but it’s nice to win a medal or two every now and again! Medal
tally from 2008 to 2014: 17 gold, 14 silver and 8 bronze. I also achieved five SAMS records in 2011 and two more in 2012.
My inspiration comes from above, a Father who blessed me with the love of WONDERFUL parents who, even in difficult times, encouraged
and supported me to the fullest and so too, the awesome coaches, Eugenie Fraser, Lettie Mundell and Santa v Jaarsveld. My greatest
tribute therefore is to my Heavenly Father who, at all times, not only protected me from injury or accident, but taught me how to play fairly
and honestly, remain humble when winning and cheerful when losing and so too, to help me at ALL times to bring HAPPINESS to others
through the games I play. I’m a firm believer in the 3 D’s: Dedication, Devotion and Discipline!
I train 6 months of the year in a 50m outdoor pool (not heated), 5 days of the week and still, to this day, train myself using the programmes
of Santa v Jaarsveld from my Currie Cup years! I jog between 4 and 7 km’s all year round as well, whenever I can. Although I represented
Free State in Hockey (1963-65), Squash (1970-77) and played hockey for W.Tvl in 1970, swimming will always remain my first love and a
wonderful form of recreation for me, not only keeping me fit and strong, but for the happiness of having met and still meeting wonderful
friends.
Santa’s words, as coach has stayed with me for 53 years now: “You go right from the start, if you don’t last, you don’t last, and no-one has
never not-lasted!”
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AMAKHOSI MASTERS
Chilly Dip 2014
Just one week before the Joan Harrison Swimming Pool was due to close for so-called winter maintenance, some 80 strong die-hard swimmers gathered for one
last dip in the Joan at the Chilly Dip Winter Challenge 2014. The sun was shining brightly as swimmers cleared a width of the pool in exchange for a chili hot dog.
Although the dip was a fun event, its main purpose was to show BCM the community’s desire to keep its public swimming pool open all year round. Participants
also signed a petition, which was later presented to BCM’s Directorate of Community Services, and had an opportunity to speak
Their minds in the YouTube video, “East London Community Speaks Out at Chilly Dip Winter Challenge 2014”.
The video produced by Sharon Cumming opens with unique aerial shots of the pool captured from a quad copter and includes interviews with a coach, swimmers
and underwater hockey and polo players, all unanimous in their desire to keep the Joan Harrison open throughout winter.

Prize giving 2013 / 2014 Season
AWARD

CRITERIA

TROPHY

2014 WINNER

Victor Ludorum

Most points at senior LC nationals

Floating Trophy

DAVID REEVES

Vitric Ludorum

Most points at senior LC nationals

Floating Trophy

TAZLIN SKINNER

Short Course King

Most points scored

Floating Trophy

HUIB VAN DER ZEE & MICHAEL
SWARTZ

Short Course Queen

Most points scored

Floating Trophy

TAZLIN SKINNER

Good Luck Award (Over 50yr Award)

Most Improved Swimmer

This Champagne bottle given to Ernie &
Maureen Pederson on their wedding day 17
March 1956. They are still happily married.
CAN ONLY BE HANDLED BY SOMEONE WHO
IS 50 OR OLDER OTHERWISE THE
GOODLUCK SPELL WILL BE BROKEN!
Times from last Nationals

Champagne bottle

Floating Trophy

HUIB VAN DER ZEE

MICHAEL SWARTZ

True Amakhosi Spirit

For the swimmer who displays the true
spirit of the club in and out of the water!

Amakhosi Figurehead

JAYNE REEVES

Wooden Spoon Award

The main “stirrer” in the Club

Giant Wooden Spoon

JARROD REEVES
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Our Personality profile for the Spring Edition is
Joe Hillstrom

30+ years in SA Masters Swimming
I very nearly never got started in Masters Swimming. I was invited to go to a swimming pool in Durban North - they were having a Masters
gala. I went to the pool opposite the fire station with my newly acquired family in hand. Got to the gate and before entering I saw all
these well-tanned guys parading around. I suddenly had cold feet. I weighed 117 kg, smoked between 60 and 90 cigarettes a day and of
course imbibed a few beers a day. Totally out of shape. My heart was racing and I broke out in a slight sweat. With my blood pressure
190 over 110, I was a heart attack waiting to happen. I just said to Denise and the rest of my family that this was not for me. My swimming
days are over and there is no way that I could get involved again. Man that was a tough thing to do in front of my step children who I
taught to swim. I was teaching swimming but there was no way this Masters Swimming was for me. Did I take strain?
A few weeks later, Rob, the guy who invited me to go to and have a look see at Masters, told me that there was another gala in Durban
North at Northlands Old Boys pool. This time I went without my entourage. Went in and spoke to Lillian Parrington (ex Rhodesia) and
Paul Blackbeard (ex Zambia) in fact I used to travel 200 miles to give Paul his swimming lessons in Luanshya. Here I passed the pleasantries
of the day and left before I was asked to swim. When I got in my car I really gave myself a going over. Here I was nothing but a fat slob
who got out of breath walking up a few stairs who had let myself go after being one of the fittest youngsters in my day. I had swum for
Northern Rhodesia in 1960 at the Rhodesian Championships and was the first boy to win the 100yds Butterfly using the Dolphin Kick. Two
years later I swam for Rhodesia at the Currie Cup in Pretoria and again the following year in Port Elizabeth. When I turned professional of
course all my competitive swimming had come to an end. Amateur sport ruled. I was not even allowed to play rugby or attend an athletics
meet. I switched to Hockey and provided I did not coach I could play. Cricket became my other calling. Swimming-wise I won the Redcliffe
Island to Cutty Sark, a 3.5 mile swim, and then the following year in 1968 won the 19 mile race across Kariba from Sanyati Gorge to Cutty
Sark. So here over the years I had let myself go. I realised it was me that had to change and change I did.
The very next month I swam my first Masters swimming Gala at Northlands and swam 100m Breaststroke. Breaststroke has never been
my favourite swim, but I thought it would be easy for me to start this Masters thing. I finished the distance but... boy did I take strain, I
could not even get out of the water. My arms and legs were like jelly but I was chuffed that I had made a start. I swam two other races
both 50s. Not even sure of the result but went off to golf feeling very weak. Needless to say I lost my bets at golf.
That swim changed my life. It gave me real purpose to want to train and if you had said to me that Masters Swimming would have changed
my life I would have laughed in your face. I have attended 25 South African Masters Swimming Championships, set a few South African
records, been awarded my SA Colours and have been to no less than eight World Masters Championships. These World Masters have
given me the chance to travel - to the UK, Morrocco, Germany, New Zealand, Italy, North America, Australia and Sweden. I have won 11
medals at International level and look forward to going to Kazan in Russia. The amount of friends I have made is amazing but even more
important to me was training and coaching other Masters Swimmers to also go to World Masters Swimming Championships.
The journey over these last few years has been amazing to say the least. I have been able to serve on various Masters Swimming
Committees and have tried to give back what I have had out of swimming. One event I started was the 1000m Swim Challenge which has
been going for over 20yrs and the other events which I got our Amakhosi Club to sponsor is the Inter Primary and Inter High School
swimming Galas.
The Masters Credo. "Fun, Fitness, and Friendship." has certainly played a huge role in my new life as a Masters Swimmer.

Joe Hillstrom

C
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EASTERN PROVINCE
MASTERS
Aquabear Masters Gala 21St August, 2014. These informal gala’s are well represented and are hosted by Aquabear Masters every six weeks.
Please check with Elsa Craig for the next dates. Remember the gala’s are held every six weeks so there is plenty of opportunities to to get race
fit.
No records were broken as everyone is in the process of getting rid of the winter blues. But – watch this space.
We are all excited about the next Nationals 2015, and have booked accommodation already.
Here are the swimmers getting ready for the start at the Aquabear Gala.

Western
Province
WESTERN
PROVINCE
MASTERS

In this edition our news covers the fantastic trip to World Masters in Montreal

Worlds Montreal 2014 (a few snippets from the team)
Worlds Montreal 2014 (a few snippets from the team)
Every member of the 14 swimmer team was overwhelmed by the support from back home. Many of you stayed up late into the night waiting
for results to be posted and some of you may have even wanted to throw your laptops against the wall in frustration at the inefficiency of
Every member of the 14 swimmer team was overwhelmed by the support from back home. Many of you stayed up late into the night waiting
the official website. Back home you were getting results faster than we were, so we really appreciated you being so on the ball.
for results to be posted and some of you may have even wanted to throw your laptops against the wall in frustration at the inefficiency of the
Thank you for all the Facebook postings and congratulations and for the e-mail updates with spreadsheets of summaries and stats and
official website. Back home you were getting results faster than we were, so we really appreciated you being so on the ball.
breakdowns. It seems as though those back home even have a detailed understanding of our racing strategies and splits and apparently
even awarded an unofficial monkey to Rod, based only on the evidence of the numbers (I suppose going from 40 secs to 57 secs in the 200m
Thank you for all the Facebook postings and congratulations and for the email updates with spreadsheets of summaries and stats and
fly is quite plain evidence!) But to tell you the truth, it wasn't the same without you and we can't wait to have all of you fly the flag for Cape
breakdowns. It seems as though those back home even have a detailed understanding of our racing strategies and splits and apparently even
Town and South Africa in Russia 2015! Come on...it will be a blast!
awarded an unofficial monkey to Rod, based only on the evidence of the numbers (I suppose going from 40 secs to 57 secs in the 200m fly is
And to all the Montreal swimmers, thank you and WELL DONE to you all! Medals aside, we did a great job of having fun and enjoying the
quite plain evidence!) But to tell you the truth, it wasn't the same without you and we can't wait to have all of you fly the flag for Cape Town
experience as a TEAM. I don't think that any person swam any race without at least ONE teammate supporter there for them. Apparently
and South Africa in Russia 2015! Come on...it will be a blast!
that's quite a special thing for Worlds.
UNOFFICIAL TOUR PRIZE LIST
And to all the Montreal swimmers, thank you and WELL DONE to you all! Medals aside, we did a great job of having fun and enjoying the
Sanderina Kruger - the official MONKEY for the 200m free and for missing the wall in the 100m free - it can happen to even the BEST of us!
experience as a TEAM. I don't think that any person swam any race without at least ONE teammate supporter there for them. Apparently that's
Gail McCarney - for secret training (she came top ten in most events "without training")
quite a special thing for Worlds.
Judy Brewis - for the fastest 200m free reaction time and for taking out her frustration and proving herself in the 400m!
Perry Cadiz - for not swimming 0.08 seconds faster in the 50m crawl (which made the difference of 5 places)
UNOFFICIAL TOUR PRIZE LIST
Kathryn Nurse - Team Bergie (she got the most value for money out of the trip)
Sanderina Kruger - the official MONKEY for the 200m free and for missing the wall in the 100m free - it can happen to even the BEST of us!
Jay Richards - most ambitious 50m Free seeded time and Team Pharmacist
Gail McCarney - for secret training (she came top ten in most events "without training")
Rod Holshausen - apart from the obvious (monkey, beers) Rod gets the prize for booking our hotel rooms with only one bed (who was he
Judy Brewis - for the fastest 200m free reaction time and for taking out her frustration and proving herself in the 400m!
hoping to share with?)
Perry Cadiz - for not swimming 0.08 seconds faster in the 50m crawl (which made the difference of 5 places)
Mike Winfield - Ricccione's mustard jacket worn together with lumo yellow socks (see pic attached)
Kathryn Nurse - Team Bergie (she got the most value for money out of the trip)
Nick Orton - for being the MOST IMPROVED despite not sleeping more than one hour per night
Jay Richards - most ambitious 50m Free seeded time and Team Pharmacist
Graeme Fiser - for getting kicked out of most bars in Montreal and for doing the 200m breast with the same splits as a 50m breast - that's
Rod Holshausen - apart from the obvious (monkey, beers) Rod gets the prize for booking our hotel rooms with only one bed (who was he hoping
just wrong!
to share with?)
Francois du Toit - most kilometres clocked outside of the pool and Montreal's most knowledgeable tourist
Mike Winfield - Ricccione's mustard jacket worn together with lumo yellow socks (see pic attached)
Danie Folscher - best 8 pack in the over 50 category (see photo)
Nick Orton - for being the MOST IMPROVED despite not sleeping more than one hour per night
Calvin Maughan - for making it as far as the call room for the 100m free and then bailing...but following up with winning the 50m!
Graeme Fiser - for getting kicked out of most bars in Montreal and for doing the 200m breast with the same splits as a 50m breast - that's just
Harald Kruger - for getting your first individual medal at Worlds and for leaving us toooooo soooooon!!!
wrong!
Izak Spies – the only member of Dolphins, and with three top-ten performances, the quiet “dark horse” of the team.
Francois du Toit - most kilometers clocked outside of the pool and Montreal's most knowledgeable tourist
Melinda Winfield - unofficial Team Supporter/Mascot/Photographer - thank you Melinda for all of your positive energy and wise words (see
Danie Folscher - best 8 pack in the over 50 category (see photo)
photo)
Calvin Maughan - for making it as far as the call room for the 100m free and then bailing...but following up with winning the 50m!
*Monkey is an award given by Cape Town Masters for a less than illustrious performance at Champs
Harald Kruger - for getting your first individual medal at Worlds and for leaving us toooooo soooooon!!!
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Our Personality profile for the Spring
Edition is
David McLachlan

David (Buster) started competitive swimming at the tender age of 10 in Pietermaritzburg. Today at the age of 76, he is an accomplished and
recognized World Masters swimmer, competing for his club, Cape Town Masters.
His achievements in swimming include representing Natal in his youth and became a SA Champion 5 times, holding 7 SA records. His young
adult life saw him immersed in an academic career, culminating in a PhD in Physics.
To date, David has taken part in 22 SA Masters Swimming Championships, achieving Gold in 5 or 6 events at most of these championships as
well as holding most of the SA Masters records in Freestyle, Breaststroke, Butterfly and Individual Medley in his relevant age groups.
He has won the SAMS Victor Ludorum Trophy three times, the Peter Pirow trophy (time closet to the world record as a percentage all age
groups) four times and the Colin Cable Trophy (for the best endurance swimmer over 60) six times.
David’s Fina World Masters achievements include:

Morocco (1998): 2nd in 200m Butterfly and 4x100m Individual Medley. 3rd in 4x50m Individual Medley.

Christchurch (2004) 1st in 100m and 200m Butterfly as well as the 4X100m Individual Medley. 2nd in the 800m Freestyle and 4x50m
Individual Medley. World Record: 200m Butterfly, (65-69 age group).

Perth (2008): 1st in 4x100m Individual Medley. 2nd in 100m and 200m Butterfly. 3rd in 4x50m Individual Medley .World Record:
200m Butterfly, (70-74 age group)

Riccione (Italy) (2012): 1st in 100m and 200m Butterfly, 1st in 4x100m Individual Medley. 2nd in 4x50m Individual Medley. World
Record: 200m Butterfly (75-79 age group)
David is a retired Stellenbosch University Physics prof who continues to serve as a role model to younger Masters Swimmers. He trains in the
Strand under the watchful eye of Coach Jean Degenaar. He has inspired his wife and daughter to participate at galas, and his wife Genie is a
stalwart time keeper at both local and national galas. WP Masters salutes David Mc Lachlan!
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FINA
Masters
Montreal

Just a few pictures of Montreal to whet the appetite for Kazan, Russia ,next year
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Just Remember………

Just to close off with. I find this is typically of what is on most people’s minds

So till next time, whenever, wherever…………
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